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Abstract: In the last decade, many aerial photographic archives have started to be digitized for
multiple purposes, including digital preservation and geoprocessing. This paper analyzes the
effects of professional photogrammetric versus consumer-grade scanners on the processing of analog
historical aerial photographs. An image block over Warsaw is considered, featuring 38 photographs
acquired in 1986 (Wild RC10, Normal Aviogon II lens, 23 × 23 cm format) with a ground sampling
distance (GSD) of 4 cm. Aerial triangulation (AT) and dense image matching (DIM) procedures are
considered, analyzing how scanning modalities are important in the massive digitization of analog
images for georeferencing and 3D product generation. The achieved results show how consumer-
grade scanners, unlike more expensive photogrammetric scanners, do not possess adequate recording
quality to ensure high accuracy and geometric precision for geoprocessing purposes. However,
consumer-grade scanners can be used for time and cost-efficient applications where a partial loss of
data quality is not critical.

Keywords: photogrammetry; historical; archival; aerial photos; aerial triangulation; image matching;
scanner

1. Introduction

A few decades after the birth of photography, aerial photography has revolutionized
the cartography and mapping field. From the earliest innovative experiments (by means
also of balloons, kites, or pigeons), aerial photography has offered unprecedented vantage
points of the world and broadened its knowledge. With the advent of World War I,
airplanes started to be used for reconnaissance and mapping by both sides on the field,
with aerial observers engaged in the manual sketching of maps depicting the situation
on the ground [1–3]. Between the two World Wars, improvements in cameras, films, and
hardware boosted aerial photogrammetry for surveying and mapping purposes.

The collected photographs are nowadays part of immense national collections, with
millions of historical aerial pictures, sometimes damaged or at risk due to poor conservation
conditions (mostly negligence during wartimes or inadequate and uncontrolled environ-
ments for storage, especially for temperature and humidity). Therefore, the long-term
preservation of these films or paper prints is increasingly becoming a priority for archives,
institutions, and National Mapping and Cadastral Agencies (NMCAs) [4] responsible for
ensuring access to irreplaceable historical information for the most disparate purposes,
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such as land use and land cover–LULC—studies, urban planning, flooding and environ-
ment monitoring, archaeological investigations, glacier changes, bomb crater detection,
etc. [5–13].

Besides applying different physical protection methods (like encapsulating paper
prints in envelopes) or experimenting with re-photography techniques [14], the scan-
ning/digitization of historical photographs was identified as a preferable and permanent
solution for preserving their content since the advent of the digital era. Indeed, with the
beginning of digital photogrammetry in the 1990s, digital image processing became part of
the photogrammetric practice [15], and the use of specialized photogrammetric scanners
and ad hoc pipelines for aerial image digitization [16] started to be included in the pho-
togrammetric processing workflow [17]. In Refs. [18–20] evaluated the quality of images
digitized with regular/standard scanners as an alternative to professional solutions, consid-
ering that funds, hardware, and time restrictions for NMACs usually limit the number of
analog photos digitized in their archives. Results showed that aerial photographs scanned
by a non-professional scanner satisfy accuracy requirements for topographic mapping not
better than the 1:5000 scale.

Photogrammetric scanners, such as Leica DSW 700, Vexcel UltraScan 5000, Zeiss
SCA, etc., were realized with linear or area sensors and designed explicitly for aerial
imageries. They were born to ensure high geometric and radiometric accuracy in the
analog-to-digital transformation process, besides performing, in many cases, also part of
the photogrammetric tasks, like measurements of fiducials and the generation of image
pyramids [16]. Fiducial marks are sets of physical marks generally positioned on the
corners or edge-centers of aerial photographs that are useful for defining the reference for
spatial measurements. The coordinates of fiducial marks [21], focal length, principal point,
and distortion parameters for determining the interior orientation (IO) of the historical
photographs are generally reported in the calibration certificates. However, this information
is frequently missing for the oldest photographs, and a virtual reference system needs to be
established for the pixel-to-image coordinates transformation [22,23].

In the case of images acquired for mapping purposes with flights conducted under ade-
quate weather conditions and stereo-coverage/overlap, the potential of their digitization is
amplified by the possibility of extracting geometric information through photogrammetric
processes [22,24]. The development in the last years of more efficient tools and algorithms
for the 3D processing of digital images and the increasing automation of the reconstruction
process opened new opportunities for the full exploitation of historical images [23,25,26].
The fully automatic matching of image features included in current photogrammetric soft-
ware is typically based on traditional hand-crafted approaches, such as SIFT [27], ORB [28],
or SURF [29].

Although these methods proved to be effective for image matching tasks, in the last
years, deep-learning approaches and hybrid processing pipelines have also emerged and
been demonstrated to often overcome common limitations of traditional methods, e.g.,
multi-temporal data, radiometric changes, etc. [30–34]. Learning-based methods started to
be applied to historical images for 4D urban reconstruction purposes [26,35,36]. At the same
time, the improved performance of conventional and learning-based dense image matching
algorithms [37–40] open unprecedented chances of revitalizing vast collections of historical
photographs through the extraction of detailed and accurate digital surface models (DSMs),
facilitating scene understanding and supporting multi-temporal studies [41–45].

Aim of the Paper

Since photogrammetric scanners are expensive and not as commonly available any-
more and as historical image collections are vast, it is important to understand the potential
and results of consumer-grade scanners with respect to high-end photogrammetric scan-
ners. Nowadays, most of the first-generation photogrammetric scanners (i.e., the most
diffuse in mapping agencies and archives) are not manufactured anymore, and they require
periodic maintenance, with frequent difficulties and high costs in the case of repairs [17].
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Therefore, in this paper, we want to investigate and shed light on the possible benefits
and limitations of professionals versus consumer-grade scanners to find the best trade-
off among investment costs, data quality, and the amount of content digitally preserved.
Figure 1 shows a part of a historical photograph digitized with two different scanning tech-
nologies at the same magnification and unchanged contrast. Although the image contents
are frequently preserved with both solutions, the effects of scanning choices still need to be
investigated in terms of potentialities and bottlenecks for 3D reconstruction purposes. Thus,
the following sections examine the impact and outcomes of aerial triangulation (AT) and
dense image matching (DIM) when using two different scanning solutions (professional vs.
consumer-grade instruments) for the digitization of analog historical aerial photographs.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Image Dataset and Reference Data

The study area is located in the Warsaw district of Służewiec (Poland—Figure 2). This
area was a former industrial part of the city that was converted into the new business
center. It covers 5.765 km2 and counts almost 640 residential buildings built between 1986
and 2012, which are mainly unchanged. Many production buildings were adapted (often
partially) to new functions, with a large variability of shapes in a relatively small area.
Figure 3 shows the test area, as visible in the orthoimages produced from the 1986 and the
2021 aerial datasets (Figures 3a and 3b, respectively).
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Figure 3. Aerial view of the Służewiec district in Warsaw with (a) the sub-block of 38 historical
images acquired in 1986 and (b) the orthophoto from 2021.

The 1986 analog images were acquired in May 1986 on a 23 × 23 cm film with a Wild
RC10 photogrammetric camera and a Normal Aviogon II lens (focal length of 213.75 mm).
The block consists of 38 photographs acquired for surveying purposes in 5 strips north–
south oriented, at the scale of 1:3000. The analogue photographs were scanned with a
professional/photogrammetric and a consumer-grade/regular scanner with a resolution
corresponding to a ground sampling distance (GSD) of 4 cm (Table 1).

To properly georeference the archival images (Figure 4a), a GNSS RTK surveying
campaign was carried out using a Leica VIVA GS15 receiver. The 3D coordinates of
154 stable-over-time ground points were acquired in correspondence with features (such
as manhole covers) that remained unchanged over the last 40 years. Figure 4a shows
the camera network derived from the 1986 aerial block while Figures 4b and 5 show the
distribution and locations of unchanged points measured in the field. To improve the
accuracy of GNSS, we used the precise satellite positioning system ASG-EUPOS (Active
Geodetic Network–EUPOS). It is a project of a reference station system designed for Poland
carried out by the Polish authority for geodesy–Head Office of Geodesy and Cartography.
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It is a part of the European Position Determination System (EUPOS). Using different
observation methods, reference station systems can provide real-time corrections that are
used by GNSS receivers in the field to calculate positions with better precision [46]. The
accuracy of the 154 GNSS points measured in kinematic (RTK) resulted in 0.03 (horizontal)
and 0.05 m (vertical).

Table 1. Characteristics of the employed dataset with the photogrammetric camera and the scanners
tested in the experiments. Please note the memory space of an image scanned with a photogrammetric
scanner is compressed 4–5 times with respect to a consumer-grade scanner.

Properties Consumer-Grade Scanner Photogrammetric Scanner

Scanner name EPSON V750 PRO Leica DSW 700
Resolution (dpi) 1800 1800

Defined pixel size (µm) 14 14
Average size (MB) 1271 402

Camera Wild RC 10
Date of the acquisition 5–6 May 1986

Scale 1:3000
Average GSD 4 cm
Focal length 213.75 mm

Format 23 × 23 cm
Overlap 60/40

Mean flying height 682 m
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Among the available GNSS-based ground points, 44 well-distributed points clearly
visible in the historical dataset (Figure 6a) were used for the photogrammetric aerial
triangulation (AT) process (31 check points [CPs] and 13 ground control points [GCPs]).

On the other hand, an airborne laser scanning (ALS) point cloud acquired in 2012
(Figure 6b) was used to assess the quality of the dense image matching (DIM) process with
historical images (Section 3.2). The ALS data obtained with LiDAR technology has a density
of 12 pts/m2 and a vertical accuracy of 0.10 m [47]. The remaining 110 GNSS-based ground
points were used for the vertical accuracy assessment of the DIM point cloud (Section 3.2.1).
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2.2. Methodology and Processing Workflow

The processing workflow used to analyze the impact and effects of scanning quality
on AT and DIM accuracy is shown in Figure 7. The experiments were performed us-
ing the same image dataset scanned with different technologies (photogrammetric and
consumer-grade scanners) and the same image coordinates of the GCPs and CPs, testing
two photogrammetric tools: Trimble Inpho (ver. 5.7.2.) and Agisoft Metashape (ver. 1.8.4.)
(referred to in the following sections simply as Inpho and Metashape, respectively). We
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compared the AT results (Section 3) obtained using the two processing tools, as well as the
effect of camera self-calibration.
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In the analog era of aerial photogrammetry, airborne sensors were equipped with at
least four fiducial markers that were helpful in determining the relationship between the
image and the camera space. Their image coordinates (x, y) were determined and certified
in the camera calibration process to unambiguously resolve the interior orientation of each
image. An example measurement of the fiducial markers in Inpho is shown in Figure 8.
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The AT in Metashape also included camera self-calibration for the calculation of
additional parameters. No self-calibration in Match-AT Inpho was performed due to
the limited flexibility in using additional parameters. Therefore, it was more valuable
to compare AT results from professional software for large-format aerial photography
(Inpho) vs. software dedicated to close-range photogrammetry and low-altitude imaging
(Metashape). Once the initial transformation between the pixel and camera coordinate
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systems was computed, GCPs and CPs were measured in Inpho and used for the AT in
both tools. However, a manual correction of point projections was necessary in Metashape
with the consumer-grade scanner data. Indeed, some offsets were evident due to geometric
distortions introduced in the scanning process.

Finally, the quality of the derived DIM products was evaluated against reference
ground truth data (Section 2.1), comparing dense point clouds elaborated with the two
different processing parameters.

3. Results
3.1. Aerial Triangulation (AT)
3.1.1. Interior Orientation with Fiducial Marks

The Wild RC10 camera was calibrated on 3 March 1988. Fiducials were manually
measured on both consumer-grade and photogrammetric datasets in Inpho and Metashape
and an affine transformation was computed. Table 2 reports some statistics on the quality
of fiducial measurements in Inpho. Sigma0 is the root of the square sum of residuals
divided by the number of observations minus the unknowns. The root mean square error
(RMSE) is calculated as the root of the squared sum of residuals divided by the number
of observations. The achieved values show that the measurement of fiducial markers
was performed on the photogrammetric dataset with an average accuracy for all images
of about 0.6 pixel whereas an accuracy of 3–4 pix was observed for the consumer-grade
dataset (1 pix corresponds to 14 µm).

Table 2. Statistics of the affine transformation for consumer-grade and photogrammetric scanner
datasets performed in Inpho to determine the interior orientation of each scanned image.

Scanner Consumer-Grade Photogrammetric

RMSE
Min/Average/Max values [µm] 17.5/24.3/38.7 1.5/4.4/7.4

Sigma0
Min/Average/Max values [µm] 35.0/48.6/77.3 3.1/8.8/14.9

3.1.2. Bundle Adjustment

The image coordinates of 44 GNSS-based points (31 GCPs and 13 CPs) were measured
in Inpho and used for the AT also in Metashape to avoid further measurement bias in the
image observations. Considering that the camera shows limited radial distortions, the
Metashape frame camera model was used, which corresponds to a central projection camera
with Brown’s distortion model. With the optical center at the original position, the Brown’s
distortion model divides the total distortions into two components in polar coordinates
along the radius and in tangential directions with the center on the imaging plane.

Table 3 reports interior and additional parameters, including estimated errors (stan-
dard deviation), computed in Metashape: focal length (F), principal point coordinates (Cx,
Cy), affinity and skew-non-orthogonality transformation coefficients (B1 and B2), radial
distortion coefficient (K1, K2, K3), and tangential distortion coefficients (P1 and P2).

The focal length was not estimated, as the value reported in the camera calibration
certificate was considered reliable. This is a common approach in the case of working with
historical aerial images [22,48]. The principal point values (Cx, Cy) in the photogrammetric
dataset are very close to the values that are recorded in the camera’s calibration report
(Cx = Cy = −6 µm). In the consumer-grade dataset the principal point coordinates were
moved more than 0.5 px. B1 and B2 values for a consumer-grade scanner are 25–30 times
higher than values for the professional-grade scanner; this means that the consumer-grade
scanner images have much higher affine distortions caused by the lower quality scanning
mechanism. It is worth noting that errors for every parameter (Cx, Cy, B1, B2, K1, K2, K3)
are 2–3 times higher for the consumer-grade scanner compared to the professional scanner.
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Table 3. Results (values and estimated errors) of the self-calibration executed in Metashape on the
photogrammetric and consumer-grade/regular datasets.

Dataset Photogrammetric Consumer-Grade

Parameter Value Error Value Error

F 213.75 mm - 213.75 mm -
Cx −0.37228 px 0.016 −0.47829 px 0.044
Cy −0.40745 px 0.017 −0.97128 px 0.049
B1 0.01994 0.00082 −0.51154 0.00190
B2 −0.02347 0.00078 −0.68536 0.00180
K1 −0.00422 0.00006 −0.00725 0.00013
K2 0.01656 0.00028 0.03045 0.00062
K3 −0.01965 0.00040 −0.03965 0.00088
P1 0.00006 0.000003 0.00072 0.00001
P2 −0.00005 0.000002 −0.00004 0.00001

AT results have been evaluated in terms of root mean square error (RMSE) of CPs
(Table 4). The photogrammetric dataset outperforms the regular outputs with both soft-
ware (with more marked differences in the Inpho results), underling the importance
of high-quality scanners to maximize the accuracy in the 3D object space. Comparing
AT results for a single dataset (photogrammetric or consumer-grade), the use of self-
calibration in Metashape reduces the impact of the scanning technology and improves the
achieved results.

Table 4. The AT accuracy for the consumer-grade and photogrammetric datasets.

Metashape Inpho

Dataset Consumer Photogram. Consumer Photogram.

Ground
Control Point

RMSE

X [m] 0.140 0.126 0.250 0.112
Y [m] 0.128 0.126 0.302 0.138
Z [m] 0.127 0.124 0.157 0.097
XY [m] 0.189 0.178 0.392 0.178
Total [m] 0.228 0.217 0.422 0.202
Image [pix] 0.865 0.741 0.914 0.602

Check Point
RMSE

X [m] 0.198 0.134 0.433 0.126
Y [m] 0.112 0.116 0.229 0.098
Z [m] 0.276 0.166 0.231 0.116
XY [m] 0.227 0.177 0.490 0.160
Total [m] 0.358 0.242 0.542 0.197
Image [pix] 0.899 0.573 0.914 0.602

3.2. Dense Image Matching (DIM)

The dense image matching algorithms in Inpho (Match-T) and Metashape are entirely
different. In Inpho, the “3 px” default parameter (3× GSD) for the generation of dense point
clouds/DSM is used [49]. On the other hand, the “high” level—2× GSD—is the usually
adopted option in Metashape. With these two approaches, densities of 69 pts/m2 (Inpho)
and 156 pts/m2 (Metashape) are expected. To expand the DIM analysis, a 1 px (1× GSD)
point cloud density in Inpho and the “medium” density (4× GSD) are also chosen. In each
configuration, a dense point cloud is generated and compared with the available reference
data (Section 2.1).

3.2.1. Analysis Based on Reference Points

A digital elevation model (DEM) with a pixel size of 10 cm was generated in ESRI
ArcGIS Pro (ver. 2.8), rasterizing each image-based DIM point cloud using the binning
maximum interpolation type and void fill method using the nearest neighbor. The elevation
data were compared with available 110 GNSS measurements (the points not used in the AT
process). Results are reported in Table 5 and visualized on the histogram in Figure 9.
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Table 5. Comparing vertical values of the four DEMs with respect to GNSS measurements (110 points).

Image Matching Scenario Mean
Value [m]

Min
Value [m]

Max
Value [m] RMSE [m]

Metashape

Photogrammetric dataset—2× GSD −0.026 −0.649 0.615 0.200
Photogrammetric dataset—4× GSD −0.027 −0.819 0.716 0.207

Consumer-grade dataset—2× GSD −0.001 −0.925 0.929 0.307
Consumer-grade dataset—4× GSD 0.001 −0.929 0.879 0.291

Inpho

Photogrammetric dataset—1× GSD −0.010 −0.936 0.766 0.222
Photogrammetric dataset—3× GSD 0.020 −0.950 0.788 0.225

Consumer-grade dataset—1× GSD 0.006 −0.748 0.530 0.207
Consumer-grade dataset—3× GSD 0.056 −0.789 0.861 0.237
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The results do not show significant differences. The mean of height differences varies 
between 0 and 3 cm, which proves that there is no systematic error (constant offset be-
tween surfaces). Only the photogrammetric dataset processed with Inpho at 3 pix ob-
tained a higher average value of almost 6 cm. 

Figure 9. Histogram of vertical differences between the four DEMs and the GNSS measurements
(110 points).

The results do not show significant differences. The mean of height differences varies
between 0 and 3 cm, which proves that there is no systematic error (constant offset between
surfaces). Only the photogrammetric dataset processed with Inpho at 3 pix obtained a
higher average value of almost 6 cm.

The RMSE values for the photogrammetric set in both software are in the range of
20–22.5 cm. The RMSE for the regular dataset in Inpho reaches values closer to those of
the photogrammetric dataset, 20.7–23.7 cm, while in Metashape, it is higher—29.1–30.7 cm.
This may also be caused by the fact that these point clouds are sparser than the Inpho
results. The maximum and minimum values do not necessarily indicate the poor quality of
the performed dense image matching; it could also be due to terrain changes between the
historical images (1986) and the reference data (2012).

3.2.2. Analysis Based on DSM Profiles of Ground Areas

The available LiDAR DSM (Section 2.1) was used to geometrically verify the DIM
results. However, the time difference between the available LiDAR and the image-matching
DSMs (ca 26 years) suggested performing comparisons based on profiles in unchanged
areas. This would avoid considering vegetation growth, landscape changes, urbanization,
demolishment, or the installation of new facilities. Three sample areas, sectioned by 30 m
lines, were selected: (1) an unaltered asphalt road characterized by an unambiguous and
relatively even surface plane (Figure 10), (2) a concrete open-air basketball court (Figure 11)
and (3) an unaltered parking lot (Figure 12). In all three areas, height differences along
the profiles show large discrepancies with respect to the reference LiDAR. Table 6 reports
the RMSEs of the differences with values up to 50 cm in the case of the consumer-grade
scanner dataset. Profiles from the photogrammetric scanner dataset are generally less
noisy, highlighting the importance of the scanning capabilities. Table 6 also shows that
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high-density image matching generally produces more noisy results. Note that these
reported results are restricted to the tested scanners and depend on the specific software
and version evaluated.
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Table 6. RMSE results for the three selected profiles in the image-based DSMs.

Image Matching Scenario
RMSE [m]

Profile 1 Profile 2 Profile 3

Metashape 2× GSD—photogrammetric 0.187 0.075 0.119
Metashape 4× GSD—photogrammetric 0.169 0.066 0.100

Metashape 2× GSD—consumer-grade 0.327 0.365 0.538
Metashape 4× GSD—consumer-grade 0.298 0.287 0.542

Inpho 1× GSD—photogrammetric 0.385 0.158 0.186
Inpho 3× GSD—photogrammetric 0.358 0.151 0.154

Inpho 1× GSD—consumer-grade 0.330 0.254 0.200
Inpho 3× GSD—consumer-grade 0.378 0.231 0.294

3.2.3. Analysis of Roof Areas

Several examples of unaltered building roofs were selected. First, a profile crossing a
high building is considered. Figure 13a reports the different profiles for each point cloud.
The dataset scanned with a consumer-grade scanner and processed in Metashape presents
a height offset of about 1 m with respect to the other data. It is also worth noting the
transition between the ground and the roof, with a significant smoothing effect, except for
Inpho, on the photogrammetric dataset. The shaded side of the building proves that both
DIM methods struggle to reconstruct the ground near the building.

Other building roof areas were instead compared with the available LiDAR reference
using a cloud-to-cloud distance within CloudCompare [50]. Visual examples are reported
in Figures 14–16, whereas statistics (total number of points, point density in the chosen
area, average deviation of points from the reference cloud, and standard deviation) are
presented in Tables 7–9.
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Figure 13. Profile line (a) crossing the building: orthophoto overview from 1986 (b) and 2012 (c).

Table 7. Statistics for the cloud-to-cloud analysis of roof 1 (Figure 14).

Image Matching Scenario Total No.
of Points

Density
[pt/m2]

Avg.
Dist. [m]

Stand.
Dev. [m]

Metashape 2× GSD—photogrammetric 34,092 113.6 −0.121 0.108
Metashape 4× GSD—photogrammetric 12,739 42.3 −0.132 0.112

Metashape 2× GSD—consumer-grade 10,121 33.5 −0.170 0.127
Metashape 4× GSD—consumer-grade 3952 13.0 −0.088 0.129

Inpho 1× GSD—photogrammetric 144,267 474.6 0.054 0.123
Inpho 3× GSD—photogrammetric 24,843 81.5 0.057 0.123

Inpho 1× GSD—consumer-grade 145,365 475.0 −0.289 0.128
Inpho 3× GSD—consumer-grade 25,597 83.4 −0.241 0.129
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Table 8. Statistics for the cloud-to-cloud analysis of roof 2 (Figure 15).

Image Matching Scenario Total No.
of Points

Density
[pt/m2]

Avg.
Dist. [m]

Stand.
Dev. [m]

Metashape 2× GSD—photogrammetric 210,986 137.1 −0.045 0.082
Metashape 4× GSD—photogrammetric 53,742 34.9 −0.047 0.079

Metashape 2× GSD—consumer-grade 219,964 142.7 −0.282 0.104
Metashape 4× GSD—consumer-grade 53,269 34.5 −0.282 0.099

Inpho 1× GSD—photogrammetric 838,064 543.1 0.006 0.089
Inpho 3× GSD—photogrammetric 129,276 83.7 0.044 0.090

Inpho 1× GSD—consumer-grade 820,612 531.1 0.179 0.075
Inpho 3× GSD—consumer-grade 134,261 86.8 0.165 0.072
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comparison: views in the 2012 orthophoto (a) and in the 1986 dataset (b).

In all examples, the lowest mean values are obtained in the photogrammetric dataset,
whereas in the consumer-grade dataset, for both DIM methods, errors are much larger.
After analyzing the standard deviation values, we note that the value is similar for each set,
meaning that the data are internally consistent in the same range (comparable noise).

These examples of building roofs show how the photogrammetric dataset provides
significantly better results with up to 1–2 GSD size accuracy and contains fewer outlier
points. The dataset from the consumer-grade scanner provides more significant uncertainty
and a larger average obtained against the reference LiDAR data.
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Table 9. Statistics for the cloud-to-cloud analysis of roof 3 (Figure 16).

Image Matching Scenario Total No.
of Points

Density
[pt/m2]

Avg.
Dist. [m]

Stand.
Dev. [m]

Metashape 2× GSD—photogrammetric 17,544 159.5 −0.052 0.081
Metashape 4× GSD—photogrammetric 4117 37.1 −0.052 0.078
Metashape 2× GSD—consumer-grade 15,978 142.7 −0.288 0.097
Metashape 4× GSD—consumer-grade 4043 35.8 −0.253 0.129

Inpho 1× GSD—photogrammetric 62,523 548.4 −0.061 0.085
Inpho 3× GSD—photogrammetric 10,001 87.0 −0.063 0.079
Inpho 1× GSD—consumer-grade 61,339 528.8 −0.153 0.064
Inpho 3× GSD—consumer-grade 9709 83.0 0.174 0.065

4. Discussion

Historical aerial photographs are an invaluable cultural resource, allowing us to
study information on land cover and land use changes with high spatial and temporal
resolution. The scanning of such datasets is the first step of the digitization process. To
obtain the highest accuracy, photogrammetric scanners should be preferred to consumer-
grade scanners, even if they are much cheaper instruments. Photogrammetric scanners, in
fact, have been manufactured to minimize scanning artifacts and the distortion or loss of
spatial and radiometric resolution during digitalization [17].

Digital copies of analog photos made by consumer-grade scanners provide insuffi-
cient resolution and geometric accuracy. In processing the camera’s interior orientation
while measuring the fiducial marks, it provided lower measurement accuracy between
the 2.5–5.5 pixel size (35–77 µm) compared to measurements on the photogrammetric
scanner data of a 0.2–1.1 pixel size (3–15 µm), which implicates less accurate measures of
5–10 times on the digital images.

The successive bundle adjustment and AT are affected by errors in image measure-
ments. First, unchanged terrain details were measured in the field using GNSS technology
and used as GCPs and CPs. Typically, to collect 4D ground control points, fast and cheap
methods consisting of geo-referenced maps or orthoimages are used to derive planimetric
coordinates and DSM or trigonometric fix points for altimetric coordinates [24]. Topo-
graphic surveying methods, which are more time-consuming, are less often performed for
this purpose [22]. Point coordinates measured with the GNSS method provided reliable
reference data with excellent accuracy to perform some analyses to check the quality of
products from historical images. In the AT process, better results were obtained for the
photogrammetric scanner than for the consumer-grade scanner (sigma naught of 8.4 µm
and 0.6 px with respect to 12.8 µm and 0.9 px, respectively). For the RMSE of check points,
an accuracy of X = 13, Y = 10, and Z = 12 cm in Metashape was obtained compared to the
RMSE of X = 43, Y = 23, and Z = 23 cm in Inpho software. Applying self-calibration to both
datasets in Metashape improved the results obtained in the AT process by 0.4 pix for sigma
in the photogrammetric set and 0.2 pix for sigma in the regular set. The RMSE of check
points with camera self-calibration improved results significantly for the consumer-grade
dataset. The total XYZ RMSE was reduced from 54 cm in Inpho to 36 cm in Metashape. It
means that a camera calibration for computing additional parameters like B1, B2 (affinity
and skew-non-orthogonality), K1, K2, K3 (radial distortion coefficients), P1, and P2 (tan-
gential distortion coefficients) effectively improves the quality of measurements in images
scanned with a consumer-grade scanner.

In the analyses of the DIM results, it was shown that the photogrammetric scanners
allow us to derive more accurate point clouds with respect to consumer-grade scanners.
Based on the results, it should be concluded that regular scanners do not have enough
scanning quality to ensure high-resolution accuracy and geometric precision when working
with digital forms of analog aerial images, in contrast to specialized photogrammetric
scanners. This result has been also shown by [19], underlying that desktop scanners used
in the photogrammetry process require complex and unique additional calibration. The
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used profiles and point cloud deviations demonstrated that the photogrammetric scanner
dataset provide primarily 50% better results than a consumer-grade dataset.

5. Summary and Conclusions

There is an important and current trend in various mapping agencies: the scanning of
historical aerial photo collections for archival purposes in order to preserve them, make
them available to a wider audience, and protect these materials from damage or loss of
their properties due to aging or poor storage conditions.

This article aimed to analyze the results of aerial triangulation and dense image
matching in the context of comparing two scanning instruments: a Leica DSW 700 pho-
togrammetric scanner and a consumer-grade EPSON V750 PRO scanner. The test area was
the area of Warsaw’s Służewiec district, with 38 large-format images acquired with a Wild
RC10 analog aerial camera in May 1986.

The authors verified and reported with visual and numerical examples how the
scanning method affects the use of photogrammetric data and what recommendations
should be followed for mass scanning and archiving of analog aerial photographs so that
photogrammetric processing can use data with the highest possible quality. The research
practically showed how geometric and radiometric resolution of scanned analog data affect
aerial triangulation and dense image matching.

It is recommended to use photogrammetric scanners to obtain the highest possible
accuracy from historical aerial blocks acquired for mapping purposes. Therefore, the use
of low-cost consumer-grade tools in the scanning process of historical aerial images can
significantly reduce the extraction of all geometric information hidden in an aerial analog
film. Results show that a consumer-grade scanner provides less qualitative data, affecting
the accuracy of the resulting products than digital copies made with a photogrammetric
scanner. Consumer-grade scanners should not be recommended for detailed surveys;
however, their application in 3D products makes it possible to accept a much lower quality
of the final products, such as point clouds, DSM, DTM and orthophotos. Most of the errors
are caused just in the initial steps related to interior orientation and aerial triangulation. To
mitigate the impacts of certain distortions caused by a consumer-grade scanner, it is worth
using photogrammetric software that performs a camera self-calibration, which ensures
the removal of specific residual errors.

Considering future research, it is necessary to study the errors introduced at the
scanning stage using different types of film and material. It would also be advisable to
further investigate multi-epoch bundle block adjustment processing [51,52]. Moreover,
other DIM algorithms could be tested, evaluating how errors in the generated point clouds
vary according to the land cover and land use types (e.g., forests, farmland, etc.). Pho-
togrammetric archival data have enormous potential for the analysis of human impact
on the natural environment. Automatic analyses of derived digital elevation models and
orthophotos provide the opportunity to conduct interesting multi-temporal considerations.
However, the accuracy and proper processing of archival materials is the first and key stage
of their processing.
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